BeeZeen - Summer 2019
Welcome to Westerham Beekeepers' Summer BeeZeen, a canter around beekeeping in our
local area.
After a wonderful start to Spring, it’s been a rather damp and chilly May & June, culminating in
a classic “June Gap” break in the nectar flow. Make sure you have some thick syrup to hand
for nucs, small developing colonies or larger colonies where you took off more honey (cough!)
than perhaps you should have…. Bees start behaving defensively to defend their stores (and
towards the beekeeper) when the nectar flow ceases. This pic was taken at 20.00 in my apiary
without another bee flying. “Keep out” message:

In a few weeks, Summer solstice will mark the beginning of the days shortening. This is the
trigger for bees to start preparing for winter including a gradual reduction in the laying rate of
the Queen. Hardly seems that we’ve got Summer going yet….
This quarter, the BeeZeen will cover:> What is thick syrup? Durrr
> Lessons from a “brammer” swarming season
> Honey preparations
> Natural beekeeping update
> National Honey Show: Ralph speaks

Thick syrup
Where there’s a choice, honeybees prefer flowers with a richer content of sugar in the nectar.
For example, from flowers on a pear or apple tree, the bees choose apple every time.
Often thick syrup is described as 2:1 ratio of sugar to water. But what’s not clear is what the 2
and the 1 are….. Litres? Kilos? Fluid oz?
So here’s a simple decimal to imperial ratio (kid from mixed times):
1 kilo bag of sugar to 1 pint of water

Hands up…. anyone lose a swarm?

The mild winter and warm early spring saw colonies accelerate at full pelt. It’s been a rather
active swarm catching season by all accounts….
Rather than dwell on prevention after the bees have bolted, what were the lessons? A few
thoughts…..
1. After undertaking your artificial swarming technique in good time….. or watched a
rather large primary swarm disappear over the horizon, the bees will have left some 10-

15 queen cells. How many should the beekeeper leave? Just 1 queen cell, not 2 or 3.
Trust the bees – leave one well-formed open queen cell. Why open? Because you can
see a live larva inside (ie; it’s not a dud). Leaving more queen cells usually results in
caste swarms issuing. The theory is that the first virgin emerges and kills the other
queens whilst they are still in their cells (see pic below, where the Queen has emerged
from the queen cell on the left and the others have been ripped down by the side).

Or if 2 virgins pop out
simultaneously, they fight it out Reservoir Dogs style. In practice, either the house bees
stop this or the virgin queens don’t fancy a fight to the death. Instead, they lead a caste
swarm (often the size of a melon) which is somewhat smaller than the primary swarm
that already left with the laying queen.
2. If there are many good looking queen cells, put a 2nd or 3rd with some bees into nucs as
your back-up Queen plan
3. Having whittled the queen cells to 1 and carefully marked their location on the frame,
go back 5 days later to reduce new queen cells that the bees are programmed to make.
They just can’t stop themselves – it’s a survival thing. At this point, there should be no
correct age larvae to make any more queen cells and you are safe from further swarm
embarrassment.
4. “Denial swarm” - But they can’t have swarmed, the hive is still full of bees…. Yes, it often
looks that way as thousands of bees hatch concurrent with the primary swarm leaving.
Nature’s way of leaving a new and strong work force to see them through the
impending broodless period before the new queen starts laying.
5. Don’t go on holiday during swarming season
6. Sealed queen cells, which are usually the trigger for the swarm to issue, can occur 5 days
after you just saw eggs in the hive. Making a mockery of weekly inspections….

After 30 million years of reproducing through swarming, console yourself if you lost a swarm
this year that the bees are a little smarter than us and that there are significant health benefits
to the 2 parts of the colony through brood breaks.

Honey preparations
The blackberry, white clover, sweet chestnut & lime trees will soon be out in force. Don’t
leave it too late to order your jars – I’m sure prices are raised in August.
Most of the bee suppliers sell jars and lids. But if you want a bargain, just google your jar size
or source them through ebay. There are plenty of good offers.
If you sell your honey, they should be new jars and lids. Why not rewash and re-use? It’s because the jar may have been used for other
purposes such as washing out paint brushes – a broken compliance
link.

Natural Beekeeping update
Previously.........
A group of Westerham Beekeepers are working together across 8 apiaries to find bees that are
tolerant to varroa. No chemical mitacides have been used since December 2017.
Over the 2018/19 winter, 26 out of 28 colonies came through in
good shape, with 2 colonies suffering queen issues.
In the summer of 2018, ahead of the winter bees being laid in
August, the group used Queen Frame Traps and Varroa Shook
Swarms (more details on the Westerham Beekeepers website) to
reduce varroa loads. There were no oxalic acid treatments
midwinter so it was a pretty good test for the methods and bees.

Queen Frame Trapping starts around the middle of July to reduce mite loads ahead of the
winter bees being laid (nb: these have to last 6 months). There’s still time to make one
inexpensively - the following link is to our own Westerham design for under a fiver.
http://westerham.kbka.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/Making-the-Westerham-QFT.pdf
We found over the winter that Queen Frame Traps significantly reduced the mite population.
They were considerably more effective than August Varroa Shook Swarms although colonies
did well following both methods of mite reduction. The chart below shows the difference over
the winter (start Nov 2018 to end Feb 2019).

Uncapping behaviour by bees: This season, the “treatment free” group have been looking for
hygienic behaviours from the bees in tackling varroa. The most visible is uncapping, where the
bees sense distress pheromones from the pupa and uncap the cell – this changes the
temperature and humidity in the cell and stops the varroa mite from reproducing. Clever
things these bees.

June Visit to Keith Masters’ (Treatment Free) Apiary
Great turnout – the biggest in memory and superbly organised by Keith with Mark Waddington
demonstrating. Ian & Sheila Shephard were most welcoming hosts.
What was striking was that last Spring, Keith had 3
hives here. Now they were all over the “shop”! A good
example of vigorous & healthy bees from a vehemently
chemical-free beekeeper.

National Honey Show:
This year’s dates for the diary are Thurs 24 Oct to Sat 26 Oct and again, it takes place at
Sandown Park, Esher. There is a stack of beekeeping gear to ogle, informative lectures and
workshops. The keynote speaker is Dr Ralph Buechler, the mentor for our own treatment free
project – he will be talking about the techniques we are using! Click the link for more details:
projecthttp://www.honeyshow.co.uk/
Best wishes for the summer flow (Nectar, Pimms, Mojitos etc….)

Steve Riley
Education Officer
Westerham Beekeepers

